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DANIEL BLAKE is
the story of a man who
has a heart attack and
is pronounced unfit for
work by his doctor and his
subsequent descent into the
misery of the government’s
Social Services. When he
tries to claim Employment
and Support Allowance
(ESA), a system to which
all who pay National Insurance contribute, he
spends hours on the phone listening to a mechanical
voice telling him how he can get more information on
the website and they’re experiencing an unusually high
number of calls. This is interspersed with classical music
that drives the average person to want to throw their
phone out the window when they’ve heard it for the
thousandth time (I know this from experience). Daniel
doesn’t have a computer, but, ironically, when I checked
the ESA website it claims that getting in touch by phone
is the quickest way to make a claim.
He finally succeeds, only to find he scored a mere 12
points at assessment and is, therefore, not eligible for
benefit. When he queries this, he is told that the ‘decision
maker’ will look at his claim again and get back to him
at some unspecified point in the future.
Daniel now has to try for Jobseeker’s Allowance (JSA),
where, while at the office waiting to make a claim, he
encounters how a young woman with two children is
sanctioned for turning up late even when she explains
that she is new to the city and got lost. Daniel sticks up
for her, the police are called, and he and the young
woman, called Katie, and her children are thrown out.
He becomes a sort of father figure to her and granddad
to her two children, and discovers she had to be rehoused in Newcastle away from her family due to the
housing crisis in London. We see her talking to her
mother on the phone, telling her the house they’re in is
quite nice, when it’s actually a freezing cold dump where
the tiles fall off from around the bath when she attempts
to clean them. Daniel sticks bubble wrap to the inside of
the children’s bedroom in the hope of retaining some
heat from the winter sun.
Daniel has to make a claim for JSA online, but he’s never
used a computer before so we see heartbreaking scenes of
this hard working, bereaved older man struggling to use
one at a job search centre. When he can’t get anything to
work he asks one of the younger people also job searching for help and is told: “It’s frozen”. “Can we defrost
it?” Daniel replies.
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He’s then sent to a workshop
to learn how to write a CV, but
some companies are demanding CVs by Smartphone and
Daniel has only a handwritten
one. His young male neighbours, who are trying to survive by selling replica trainers,
tell him: “Dan – they’ll fuck
you around. It’s deliberate”.
He finally gets a recorded message telling him he’s been
turned down for ESA, and so, despite his doctor saying
he mustn’t work, Daniel starts looking for a job. But
back at the job centre he is sanctioned for four weeks
because his CV is ‘not good enough’ and told that failure
to keep signing on and looking for work can result in
further sanctions of up to three years. Finally realising
the system is not designed to help, he tells the woman in
the JSA office: “This is a monumental farce”.
Daniel takes Katie and her children to a food bank,
where Katie ends up shovelling food out of a tin into her
mouth, because she has been skipping meals so that her
children get enough to eat. Ken Loach, the film’s director,
filmed this scene in a real food bank, used real JSA offices, and his characters are all based on real people he
interviewed when making the film. Essentially, it is about
what happens when the State forgets, or doesn’t care,
that its duty is to do what’s best for its citizens. Ken
Loach says it’s about the effects of Tory austerity and
how the government is using hunger to punish people.
“The State should be an expression of our best qualities,
but, in fact, the State is there to defend the status quo of
the ruling classes” (Daily Mirror, 20th October, 2016).
He feels he must keep telling about the gap between fiction and reality. With many vacancies listed on the job
matching website, which is mandatory for people on JSA
to use, either temporary or duplicated and in some cases
fake (Breadline Britain: The Rise of Mass Poverty), it is
clear the Government is not telling the truth when it
claims hard work pays and unemployment is falling. The
truth is that there aren’t enough jobs to go around, and
many that exist are largely zero hours and low paid and
not enough to fund a life.
At the film premiere actors held up placards saying: “1 in
5 children go to school hungry”, and “Cuts to benefits,
wages, pensions…”, while George Osborne claims
£50,000 per after dinner speech, proving someone has
money. The money stolen from benefits, wages and pensions perhaps? But who is listening to Osborne’s lies?
Those who stand to benefit from them, I should
imagine.
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